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Dynamic Coding and Rate-Control for Serving
Deadline-Constrained Traffic over Fading Channels

Harsha Gangammanavar and Atilla Eryilmaz

Abstract— We study the problem of optimal dynamic coding
and rate-control for broadcasting deadline-constrained traffic
with average delivery ratio constraints over time-varyingwireless
channels. In particular, we propose and analyze a novel policy
that utilizes a combination of pricing and finite-horizon dynamic
programming strategies to jointly optimize the operation of the
following two components: (i) a dynamic rate allocation policy,
which manages the incoming traffic flow rates so as to maximize
their weighted sum; (ii) and a dynamic coding window selection
policy, which satisfies the flows’ individual delivery ratio require-
ments. Our heuristic fluid analysis of the resulting stochastic
network operation indicates that our joint policy maximizes
the weighted sum of the deadline-constrained flow throughput
subject to heterogeneous delivery ratio requirements imposed
on them. We also apply these general results to an important
cellular downlink scenario with and without network coding
capabilities to study its behavior under various conditions. Our
simulations reveal that the dynamic coding strategy outperforms
the optimal static coding strategy by opportunistically exploiting
the statistical variations in the arrival and channel processes.

Index Terms— Delay-aware dynamic coding, stochastic control,
network coding, deadline-constrained throughput optimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION

While the traditional performance measure of a commu-
nication system isthroughput, many real-world applications
also have a range of delay-sensitivities and Quality-of-Service
(QoS) requirements that are not accounted for. In partic-
ular, real-time media broadcasting or two-way voice/video
communication applications possess very stringent deadline
constraints and differing tolerance levels to dropped bits.
Moreover, different flows entering the system may have dif-
ferent degrees of importance, necessitating prioritization of
certain flows over the others.

Information theory reveals that the reliable transmissionrate
over a channel may be increased towards its capacity by block
coding over increasingcoding window(or coding block) sizes.
Yet, increasing the coding window size also causes larger
decoding delay, which is detrimental to the service quality
in the presence of the aforementioned delay sensitive traffic.
Thus, coding decisions must account for the diverse and multi-
timescale flow requirements for satisfactory performance.

With this motivation, we study the optimal service of the
aforementioned deadline-constrained flows in the presence
of various block coding strategies that the transmitter can
employ. Each such strategy is described by acompletion time
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distribution, that models the random time it takes for a coding
window of a given size to be successfully transmitted over
the communication channel1. The main objective of the work
is to design optimal rate-control and coding strategies for
serving deadline-constrained flows with varying delivery ratio
requirements and priorities. Our main contributions are:
• We provide a generic communication system model (in
Section II-A) with a multi-timescale operation that accounts
for the heterogenous priorities and the multi-timescale re-
quirements of the incoming traffic. We then formulate (in
Section II-B) an infinite-horizon stochastic control problem
of coding and rate-control for maximizing a weighted-sum
of the flow rates subject to both their short-term deadline
constraints and their long-term delivery ratio requirements.

• We propose (in Section III) a novel dynamic algorithm that
jointly determines the incoming flow rates and the coding
operation to solve the above stochastic problem. A novelty
of this algorithm is its use ofdynamic pricingat a slow
timescale together withfinite-horizon dynamic programming
at a fast timescale to achieve the formulated infinite-horizon
global objective. The global asymptotic optimality of a
heuristic fluid model of this algorithm is provided in [6].

• We apply (in Section IV) the developed algorithm to an
important application in cellular downlink scenario whereby
a base station broadcasts multiple streaming deadline-
constrained flows toN receivers over randomly varying
erasure channels. We study the performance of our dynamic
algorithm with and withoutnetwork codingcapabilities, and
compare the dynamic policy performance to a static one to
see strict improvements, even for small scenarios.
We note that queueing systems under impatient customers

have been studied in the literature (e.g. [2], [10], [15]) for
various cases of preemption, arrival/service rate distributions,
etc. Yet, these works do not model the priorities and tolerance
levels of applications, and do not account for possible coding
parameters, and hence are not applicable to our problem. Also,
recent works ([7], [8]) have studied the congestion-control
and scheduling problem for similar deadline constrained traffic
with delivery ratio constraints. However, they also do not allow
for coding flexibilities, which fundamentally changes the shape
of the achievable rate region and calls for a dynamic strategy
for optimizing over coding decisions. Our work also differs
from [14], [11] in considering multiple flows, a different
quality of metric, and presence of a rate controller.

1We note that this is an alternative description of the codingperformance
to the traditional one that describes the probability of decoding error for a
fixed transmission duration. We find that this alternative model is more useful
for our design and analysis.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a generic communication system for serving deadline-constrained flows with varying delivery ratio requirements and priorities.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We study the general communication system depicted in
Figure 1, whereby a transmitter serves a setF of deadline-
constrained flows over unreliable wireless channel(s) subject
to long-term delivery ratio constraints. Our work concerns
the optimal design of the flow-rate controller and the dy-
namic channel encoder-decoder pair that operate at different
timescales. Next, we describe the system components and
operation in detail.

A. Detailed Description of the System Components

We start with the description of the multi-timescale sys-
tem operation before discussing the details of the flow-rate
controller and dynamic channel encoder/decoder operation
along with the hard deadline constraints and soft delivery ratio
constraints imposed by the flows.
Multi-timescale Operation: We setup a multi-timescale sys-
tem operation whereby the flow-rate controller is allowed to
operate in the slower time scale of flow-level deadline con-
straints. And the dynamic channel encoder/ decoder operates
at a faster time-scale of channel variations.Accordingly,we
usetime slotsas the smallest time unit in which these channel
variations occur. In comparison, the rate controller operates in
a slower timescale of what we call aframe of τ time slots,
which is also thehard deadlinewithin which each incoming
packet must be successfully delivered to the destination(s), or
otherwise is dropped (see Figure 2).
Flow-Rate Controller: The packets of each flow are generated
at the beginning of each frame according to theFlow-Rate
Controller mechanism (see Figure 1) that is to be designed. In
particular, at the beginning of Framet, the rate controller gen-
erates a random number,Af [t], of Flow-f packets for trans-
mission within the frame. We also useAf (T ) ,

∑T

t=1 Af [t]
to denote the cumulative sum of all Flow-f arrivals in the first
T frames of the system operation, and useA[t] = (Af [t])f

to denote the vector of all flow packets generated in Framet
(see Figure 2).
Dynamic Channel Encoding/Decoding: The vectorA[t] =
(Af [t])f of packet arrivals enter theDynamic Channel En-
coder (see Figure 1) that performs block coding for reliable
transmission. In particular, the encoder distributes the available

packets into groups, calledcoding windows(or simplyblocks),
for sequential transfer over the channel.
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Fig. 2. Operation of the communication system of Figure 1 over time.

Let the vectorKi[t] = (Kf,i[t])f denote the composition
of the ith coding window in Framet, whereKf,i[t] gives the
number of Flow-f packets in theith coding window. Also,
let Ki[t] ,

∑
f Kf,i[t] denote the total number of packets

in the ith block. The blocks are constructed and transmitted
sequentially such that the(i + 1)st block is constructed and
transmitted only after theith block is successfully decoded
by all the intended receivers. The successful decoding of each
block is indicated through a single bit ACK signal by each
intended receiver (see Figure 1).

We emphasize that the amount of time required for the
successful decoding of a coding block of sizeK packets,
henceforth called thecompletion time, is a random variable
that depends onK, the channel statistics, and the coding
strategy employed by the encoder. We capture this randomness
by letting Z(K) denote the completion time (in time slots)
of a block of sizeK packets, which is generated indepen-
dently according to a given distribution functionFZ(K)(z).
In Section IV, we shall provide examples of such distribution
functions in downlink broadcast setup over erasure channels,
but our construction applies to any distribution.

We also note that the encoder only knows the statistics of
Z(K) at the outset of its block construction, but can deduce
the realization ofearlier block completion timesthrough the
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acknowledgements it receives. To distinguish the two, we let
z(K) denote the realization of the random completion time
Z(K) with the convention thatz(K) = ∞ if the frame ends
before the block completion. Then, the time left in Frame
t at the beginning of theith block transmission is given by
τi , τ−

∑i−1
j=1 z(Kj[t]). Similarly, the vectorAi[t] , (Af [t]−∑i−1

j=1 Kf,j[t])f denotes the remaining packets of each flow at
the beginning of theith coding window construction within
Framet (see Figure 2). Thus, the construction ofKi[t] will
depend on the remaining timeτi in the frame, the remaining
packetsAi[t] awaiting service, and the distribution ofZ(K).

For notational convenience, we use the matrixK[t] ,

[K1[t] K2[t] · · · ] to compactly refer to the sequence of such
coding window decisions made in Framet. Also, we use
Kf [t] to denote the total number of Flow-f packets over the
constructed coding blocks in Framet.
Measure of Transmission Success or Failure: If the frame
ends during the completion of a coding block transmission, we
assume that all the packets in that block are lost. The number
of lost packets in Framet is denoted byL[t] = (Lf [t])f .
Similarly, the vectorM[t] = (Mf [t])f denotes the vector of
successfully decoded packets of each flow in Framet (see
Figures 1 and 2). Since the completion time is random,M[t]
is also random and can be described as a complicated function
g(Z(K[t])) of the completion times under the particular coding
matrix K[t] (see [6] for a more detailed discussion ong(·)).
Thus, we denote the distribution ofM[t] with Fg(Z(K[t]))(m).

Further, we letMf(T ) ,
∑T

t=1 Mf [t] denote the total Flow-f
service in the firstT frames of the system operation.

Note that some packets may not even get a chance to start
their transmission before the end of their frame. These packets
are assumed toexpire at the end of the frame, withE[t] =
(Ef [t])f denoting the number of such expiries. Together with
the losses, the total number of dropped packetsD[t] = (Df [t])
in Framet equalsE[t] + L[t] (see Figures 1 and 2).
Application Preferences and Requirements: So far, we
have only assumed that packet transmissions of each flow is
considered successful only if they are successfully decoded
within a single frame, after their arrival. Next, we differentiate
flows according to theirrelative priority and theirlong-term
delivery ratio requirements. To model their relative priority, we
assign a set of positive weightsw = (wf )f to each flow, and
try to maximize the weighted sum of their mean flow rates. On
the other hand, their long-term delivery ratio requirementis
measured byq = (qf )f , whereqf ∈ [0, 1) imposes an upper
bound on thefraction of dropped Flow-f packets in the long
run. In other words, we are forced to guarantee that

lim inf
T→∞

E[Mf (T )]

E[Af (T )]
≥ (1 − qf ), ∀f, (1)

Hence, it is required that at least(1−qf ) fraction of arriving
Flow-f packets be served within their deadline on average.
Thus, the requirement gets more stringent asqf decreases
towards0. Real-time applications such as voice/video transfers
can typically tolerate a certain fraction of packet losses,
and hence have suchdelivery ratio requirements. This traffic
modeling follows that of [7], [8], and is attractive for both
practical modeling and theoretical analysis purposes.

B. Stochastic Control Problem Formulation

For the system model and traffic requirements presented
in Section II-A, our main objective is to design a joint
rate controller and dynamic coding strategy that maximizes
w−weighted sum of generated flow rates subject to the short-
term deadline constraintτ of all packets and the long-term
delivery ratio requirementsq of the flows given in (1). In
this section, we provide aninfinite-horizon optimal stochastic
control formulation of this qualitative objective.

For ease of exposition, we define expressions for the long-
term flow rates and successful service rates as:
λf := lim sup

T→∞
E[Af (T )]/T, λf := lim infT→∞ E[Af (T )]/T

and µ
f

:= lim inf
T→∞

E[Mf (T )]/T, where the expectations are

over the randomness of the packet generation process and the
completion times , which are, in turn, functions of the coding
strategy and the channel variations. We are now ready to pose
our stochastic control problem (SCP) as:

Definition 1 (∞−Horizon Stochastic Control Problem):

(SCP): Maximize
{A[t],K[t]}

t≥1

∑

f

wfλf

subject to Kf [t] ≤ Af [t], ∀f, ∀t ≥ 1, (2)

λf (1 − qf ) ≤ µ
f
, ∀f, (3)

M[t] ∼ Fg(Z(K[t]))(m), ∀t ≥ 1, (4)

where (2) assures that the coding is limited to packets available
in that frame, (3) assures that long-term delivery ratio require-
ments are satisfied, and (4) indicates that the successful packet
transmissions are random as a function of the completion-time
distributions and coding decisions.

We emphasize that solving SCP through standard control
theoretic methods is extremely difficult, as it is an infinite-
horizon problem. Also it contains instantaneous constraints
(2), randomness described by convoluted distributions (4)
and long-term average requirements (3). Here, we propose a
combination ofdynamic pricingand finite-horizon dynamic
programmingstrategies operating in different timescales that
yields an implementable solution to this complex problem.

III. A LGORITHM DESCRIPTION ANDANALYSIS

In this section, we propose a practical stochastic algorithm
for solving SCP (see Definition 1). Essentially, the algorithm
introduces and maintains a time-varying price vectorX[t] =
(Xf [t])f , whereXf [t] measures the experienced delivery ratio
requirement violation for Flowf by Framet. Both the rate
controller and the dynamic coding strategy reacts toX[t] to
determine the amount of new injectionsA[t] and the coding
window compositionK[t] in Framet.

Definition 2 (Joint Rate Control and Coding Algorithm):
For a given setF of τ -deadline-constrained flows, their
relative weightsw = (wf ), and their long-term delivery ratio
requirementsq = (qf ), the joint dynamic algorithm performs
the following operations:
◮ Price Update: We maintain a price variableX[t] =
(Xf [t])f , where{Xf [t]}t for eachf is initiated atXf [0] = 0
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and is updated at each frame according to:

Xf [t] = (Xf [t − 1] + β(Df [t − 1] − qfAf [t − 1]))
+

, (5)

where (y)+ = max(0, y), and β > 0 is a small stepsize
parameter. We recall thatAf [t− 1] andDf [t− 1] denotes the
number of generated and dropped Flow-f packets in Frame
(t − 1), and hence are known at the beginning of Framet.
◮ Rate Controller: Given X[t], the rate controller updates
the vectorλ[t] = (λf [t])f of mean number of packets to be
generated in Framet as:

λf [t] = (λf [t − 1] + α(wf − Xf [t](1 − qf )))
+

, ∀f, (6)

whereα > 0 is a small parameter. Then, a random vector,
A[t], of packets are generated with the computed mean vector
λ[t] and with a finite variance2.
◮ Dynamic Coding Strategy: The coding strategy is based on
the followingFinite-Horizon Dynamic Programmingconstruc-
tion: for any non-negative valued price vectorX, we define
the optimal reward-to-go functionJ⋆

X
(B, s) as the maximum

value of theX−weighted total mean success rates when there
is a vector ofB = (Bf )f packets waiting for transmission
and when there ares ∈ {0, · · · , τ} slots left until the end of
the frame. Then,J⋆

X
(B, s) satisfies Bellman’s equation ([1]):

J⋆
X(B, s) = max

{K1:Kf,1≤Bf ,∀f}
{E[J⋆

X((B − K1), (s − Z(K1)))

+(
∑

f

Kf,1Xf ) · I(Z(K1) ≤ s)]},

where I(B) is the indicator function of eventB. This is
solved through backward recursion with the initial conditions:
J⋆
X

(B, s) = 0, for all B and alls ≤ 0.
Recall thatAi[t] = (Af,i[t])f andτi respectively denote the

vector of remaining packets and the number of remaining time
slots in Framet at the beginning of theith block construction
(see Figure 2). Then, theith block of Framet for i = 1, 2, · · ·
is selected as follows until the frame ends:

Ki[t] = argmax
{K̂i≥0:K̂f,i≤Af,i[t], ∀f}

E[J⋆
X[t](Ai[t] − K̂i, τi − Z(K̂i))

+(
∑

f

K̂f,iXf [t]) · I(Z(K̂i) ≤ τi)].

We note that the price update rule (5) uses aninstantaneous
measure of the long-term fractional packet drop requirement
to changeXf [t] with increments ofβ. The key observation
is that if {Xf [t]}t is guaranteed to be stable in the long run,
the long-term delivery ratio requirement of Flowf will be
met. Accordingly, the rate controller of (6) discourages packet
generation for flows if their scaled price valueXf [t] exceeds
their weights. Also, the coding strategy in each frame weighs
the successful service rates of flows with their existing prices,
{Xf [t]}f , effectively prioritizing the service of those flows
whose delivery ratio requirement is violated more severely.

We provide a description and an analysis of a heuristic fluid
approximation of this stochastic algorithm in [6], where wees-
tablish that the fluid approximation is globally asymptotically

2For example, among many others,Af [t] may be uniform, two-point
Bernoulli, or Poisson distributed with the updated meanλf [t].

stable ([9], [13]). It is well-known (e.g. see [3], [5], [12]) that
such fluid analysis provides the foundation for proving the
optimality of its stochastic counterpart, which is part of our
future work.

IV. A PPLICATION: CELLULAR DOWNLINK SCENARIO

In this section, we study an important application of our
generic construction whereby a Base Station (BS) served
multiple flows by broadcasting their packets toN receivers
over time varying channels (see Figure 3), where each packet
is a vector of lengthl over a finite fieldFd, for somed ∈ Z+.
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Fig. 3. Cellular downlink model for broadcasting deadline-constrained flows
to N users over erasure channels.

We assume that the channel conditions of each receiver
independently vary in each time slot. Specifically,Cn[t; s]
which denotes the state of thenth receiver’s channel in thesth

time slot of Framet, is an independent Bernoulli process with
cn = P (Cn[t; s] = 1) = 1 − P (Cn[t; s]). If Cn[t; s] = 1 in
a time slot, then the packet transmitted by the BS is assumed
to be successfully received by Receiver-n. Yet, the BS is not
allowed to know(Cn[t; s])n but only knows(cn)n.

It is easy to check that this particular system agrees with the
descriptions provided in Section II-A except that we can now
express the completion timeZ(K) more precisely for different
coding strategies. We use two key strategies, namelyRandom-
ized Broadcast Coding (RBC)and Round Robin Scheduling
(RRS), that possess attractive optimality characteristics (see
[4]) and lends themselves to tractable analysis. RBC is a
network coding strategy over a block ofK packets where in a
slot, says, any linear combination (over the finite field) of the
K packets in the block can be transmitted. Specifically, ifP(s)
denote the packet chosen for transmission in slots, we have
P[s] =

∑K

k=1 αk[s]Pk, where{αk[s]}k are chosen uniformly
at random from the fieldFd\{0} for every time slot[s]. RRS
is a scheduling strategy where Packet-k for {k = 1, . . . , K}
is transmitted in time-slots (rK + k) for r = 0, 1, . . . until all
the receivers receive the whole block.

We provide the derivation of completion time distributions
under RBC and RRS in [6], and instead present several
simulation results that study the performance of our joint
algorithm under different requirements and coding strategies.
We make a reasonable assumption that the channels between
the base station and each of the users are independent and
identical in distribution. We let the arrival distributionto be
uniform with domain0 to 2λf and, hence, with meanλf . The
delivery ratio metric is kept symmetric across the flows for
simplicity of exposition.
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Fixed vs. Dynamic Coding: Figure 4 compares the developed
dynamic coding algorithm to a strategy where the coding
window size is kept constant.The figure indicates that the fixed
coding window of3 performs the best among the various fixed
coding window sizes. The dynamic algorithm also chooses
K = 3 most frequently (92.96%) but also dynamically adapts
its window size, when the time to deadline is decreasing,
thereby outperforming any fixed window strategy.
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Effect of the Transmission Strategy andN : In Figure 5 we
plot the achieved rates for two flows with variations in the
number of receivers in the cellular downlink system and the
transmission strategies. It can be seen that the achieved rates
are lower when the number of receivers is increased and also
when the strategy is changed from RBC to RRS. Both these
can be attributed to the larger expected completion times.
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Fig. 5. Achieved Rates for varied number of receivers and transmission
strategies

Effect of Reliability Metric, q: The Figure 6 illustrates the
failure of strategies to serve the flows with very high demands
(qf < 0.55), while providing the maximum achievable rate
to the lower demand flows (qf > 0.9). The lower expected
completion time of the RBC strategy allows service of flows
with more stringent delivery ratio requirement (0.55 ≥ qf ) at a
higher rate than the RRS strategy (0.75 ≥ qf ). The comparison
for asymmetric reliabilities is provided in [6].

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented an optimal rate control
and coding operation for deadline constrained traffic over time
varying wireless channels. A model was developed for a gen-
eral communication system with heterogeneous delivery ratio
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Fig. 6. Achieved Rates for RBC and RRS Strategies

requirements and priorities of different deadline constrained
flows. A novel algorithm operating at different timescales was
presented that combines dynamic pricing to determine the
incoming flow rates and finite horizon dynamic programming
for coding operations. The developed generic algorithm is also
applied to the important scenario of cellular broadcast over
erasure channels with random network coding. Simulations
corroborate our results and also show the effect of various
system parameters and application requirements.
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